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Intrachain carrier transport in conjugated polymer with structural and chemical defects
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~Received 22 January 2002; published 11 July 2002!

By calculating the phase shifts of the wave functions for the extended scattering states within tight-binding
model for a poly (p-phenylene vinylene! chain with one conjugation defect, we obtain the exact transmission
probability through the defect as a function of the carrier incident energy for the entire eightp bands.
Cis-defect,sp3 saturation, and oxidation are considered. The transmission increases rapidly from zero with the
carrier kinetic energy, implying the conjugation breaks do not severely limit the intrachain charge transport
under high electric field. Assuming an average conjugation length of 100 Å separated by cis-defects, the drift
velocity is predicted to be as high as 103 m/s for field at 107 V/m, and over 105 m/s at 108 V/m.
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The physics of conjugated polymers have advanced
matically in the past decades.1 However, partly due to the
amorphous and defective nature of the material, the con
tion between microscopic models based on polaron mo
in a perfect chain and the macroscopic transport propertie
a film is not well established. Technologically, the low ma
roscopic mobility has been one of the greatest obstacle
the development of optical and electronic devices based
conjugated polymers.2,3 For example, the polymer injectio
laser has been considered as unfeasible because the e
gain is overwhelmed by the absorption induced by the la
number of carriers caused by low mobility.3 Interchain hop-
ping is assumed to be the main bottleneck for the transp
especially in the sandwich structure where the electric fiel
basically perpendicular to the chain direction. The natu
question is then whether the mobility can be significan
raised if the chains are aligned and the field is applied p
allel to the chain. The answer is not obvious, because
might expect that the carriers are confined within the con
gation lengthl c , whose average is only about 100 Å.4–6

In this work we show theoretically by tight-binding mod
that, while the low-energy carriers are confined inl c , the
transmission coefficient of a carrier through a conjugat
defect is not necessarily small for large incident wave nu
berk measured from the band edge. Cis-defect4 ~chain twist!,
sat-defect4 ~double bond saturation by twosp3 groups!, and
oxidation~carbonyl defect! are studied~Fig. 1!. For cis-defect,
the transmission probabilityT is 0.7 whenk50.11(p/a),
corresponding to velocity 3.23105 m/s and kinetic energy
0.04 eV. a56.5 Å is the lattice constant. In terms of th
electric field, the averagedT over carrier distribution is equa
to 0.7 whenE563107 V/m. Sat-defect confines the carr
ers much more severely due to the insertion of twosp3

groups. The carbonyl group is found to break the electr
hole symmetry and confines holes much more effectiv
than the electrons. In order to obtain the overall intrach
drift velocity vd , the drift time within l c determined by the
bare drift velocityvd

0 , and the ‘‘delay time’’ at the conjuga
tion defect have to be added. The calculation is divided i
three field regimes separated byE1543107 V/m and E2
5108 V/m. In the low-field regime (E,E1), polaron forms
and vd

0 is limited by the sound velocityvs . In the interme-
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diate field regime (E1,E,E2), the carrier is free from lat-
tice distortion butk is concentrated near the band minimum
vd

0 increases roughly linearly withE. In the high-field regime
(E.E2),k is distributed almost evenly in the first Brillouin
zone~FBZ!, andvd

0 decreases withE as required by energy
balance. The effect of the defects is more pronounced
lower field due to the large delay time. Cis-defects are
sumed to be the dominant conjugation breaks,4 because sat-
defects and oxidation can be eliminated under proper syn
sis conditions.7 In the low-field regime withl c5100 Å,vd is
33103 m/s atE51.13107 V/m.8 The corresponding mo
bility is seven orders of magnitude larger than the interch
mobility.9 Simple estimate~see below! shows that net optica
gain can be realized at suchvd for an active region of 1mm
wide. Device with aligned polymer chains and parallel inje
tion is therefore predicted to be potentially suitable for po
mer laser even with present defect density of about one
15 repeat units.4,6

The tight-binding model for thep electrons of a poly
(p-phenyline vinylene! ~PPV! chain with one defect has
been described elsewhere.10 Thes bonds formed by thesp2

orbitals lie in thex-y plane. The 2pz orbitals of carbon and
oxygen,sp3 of carbon, and hydrogen 1s are involved in the
p bands. The chemical structures and bonding of the def
are shown in Fig. 1.t, t1 and t2 are the off-diagonal reso
nance integrals for the carbon phenyl, single, and dou
bonds, respectively. The cis-defect is an exchange betw
the hydrogen atom and the phenyl ring connected to a v
double bond. The steric potential results in a 144° ring o
of-plane rotation4 after the exchange. So the twisted sing
bound is reduced by a factor of cos(144°). For the carbo
and sat-defects, the normal 2pz conjugation is broken by the
sp3 saturation of one~carbonyl! or two ~sat! carbon atom~s!
on the backbone. Nevertheless, thep orbitals on the two
sides of the defects are still connected through the hyperc
jugation with thesp3 orbitals of the saturated carbon atom
On the saturated carbon atom two of the foursp3 orbitals
form s bonds with the neighboring carbon atoms and lie
the x-y plane, while the remaining two out-of-plane orbita
are in thez.0 andz,0 sides of thex-y plane. Hypercon-
jugation is due to the nonzero resonance integrals of th
two sp3 orbitals with the 2pz or sp3 orbitals on the neigh-
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. The chemical structures of the thre
kinds of conjugation defects are shown. There
a 144° out-of-plane rotation for the cis-defec
The CuH bonds shown for the carbonyl and sa
defects are out-of-planesp3 orbitals.
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boring carbon atoms. In addition, the oxygen 2pz orbital and
the 1s orbitals of the two hydrogen atoms bonded with t
out-of-plane carbonsp3 orbitals are also included in th
tight-binding model due to the hyperconjugation.tO is for
CvO bond,tH for CuH bond. th156(t1/2)cos(f) is for
carbon 2pz-sp3 hyperconjugation.11,12 f525.2° is the angle
between the out-of-plane tetrahedralsp3 orbital and thez
direction. The6 signs are for the twosp3 orbitals in thez
.0 and z,0 sides of thex-y plane, respectively.th2
5t1cos(2f) is for sp3-sp3 hyperconjugation. The angle 2f
is because that the twosp3 orbitals of one vinyl carbon atom
are on the same side of the vertical plane, defined by
saturated double bond and thez axis, while the two orbitals
of the other vinyl carbon atom are on the opposite side of
plane. The steric potential energy is minimized in su
arrangement.4 «O is the diagonal Coulomb integral for oxy
gen, «H is for hydrogen. They are relative to the carb
Coulomb integral, which is taken as zero. We choost
523.1 eV,t1522.2 eV,t2523.0 eV in order to repro-
duce the band structure obtained fromab inito calculation.13

Other parameters used aretO5t1,11 tH524 eV,14 «O5t1,11

and«H50 ~covalent bonding!.
When a Bloch wave propagates toward a defect, it

partly transmitted and reflected. Our task is to obtain
scattering solution of the tight-binding Hamiltonianu6k&s ,
which is a purely transmitted wave on one side of the def
and a superposition of the incident and reflected waves
the other side~see Fig. 2!. uk&s is incident from the left and
u2k&s from the right.k is chosen to be positive.u6k& de-
notes Bloch states in a perfect chain. Souk&s5uk& on the
right side of the defect, whileuk&s5(1/t)uk&1(r /t)u2k& on
the left side. The case foru2k&s is the reverse.t andr are the
complex transmission and reflection amplitudes. Their ab
lute squaresT and R(512T) are the transmission and re
flection probabilities, respectively. In practice the tigh
binding Hamiltonian is diagonalized in a finite but large rin
with one defect. There are two nearly degenerate real eig
states with different phase shifts across the defect at e
energy inside the continuum, which can be labeled asuk1&
03520
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and uk2& ~Fig. 2!. The scattering statesuk&s can be con-
structed from linear combination ofuk1& and uk2& with ap-
propriate complex coefficientsA andB, so chosen such tha
Auk1&1Buk2&5uk& on the right~transmitted! side. Decom-
position ofAuk1&1Buk2& as (1/t)uk&1(r /t)u2k& on the left
~incident! side yields the coefficientst and r. The procedure
is exact within the tight-binding model.T is shown as a
function of incident energy in Fig. 3. The energy bands fo
perfect PPV is also shown. For the conduction (D1*) and
valence (D1) band,T raises sharply at the band edges.
fact, T;k2 for cis-defect and carbonyl defect, whileT;k4

for sat-defect.T decreases after a maximum occurring ne
the energy with highest group velocity. Even higher valu
can be reached in other bands. The flatL andL* bands are
neglected because carriers are immobile in them. Symme
features are found for6« for cis- and sat-defects. For cis
defect,T51/2 whenk is 0.073(p/a). The corresponding ve
locity is 1.753105 m/s and kinetic energy is only 0.02 eV
implying the cis-defect cannot limit the carrier in a conjug
tion segment effectively. The situation for the sat-defect

FIG. 2. The transmission amplitudet and reflection amplituder
are obtained from the phase shifts of the real solutionsuk1& and
uk2& across the defects. The picture is illustrated by the anal
with an one-dimensional triangular potential barrier.
2-2
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completely different.T is less than 1023 for the entire con-
duction and valence bands. So the carriers are strictly c
fined in the conjugation segments. The electron symmetr
broken for the carbonyl defect, for which the transport of t
hole is strongly suppressed but the suppression for the e
tron is only moderate. Since holes are the main cha
carriers,9 the result is consistent with severe degradation
device performance by oxidation.T from the two incident
directions are slightly different for the carbonyl defect. On
results for incidence from the left~refer to Fig. 1! are shown.
This approach can be applied to interchain transition, in p
ciple. Because the distance between thep orbitals is usually
more separated in interchain case than in the sat-defect
transmission probability is expected to be even low
Phonon-assisted field tunneling is believed to be the m
mechanism for interchain charge transport.

Below we apply the results on the transmission proba
ity T to obtain the relation between drift velocityvd and the
electric fieldE. When a carrier travels in the perfectly co
jugated segment between two defects, the drift velocityvd

0 is
determined by the phonon collisions. When the carrier h
the defect, it can either transmit or be reflected. If reflected
will make a round trip and hit the same defect some ti
later, and so on~see Fig. 4!. Eventually it will transmit after
a time delay. Assuming the single round trip time ist r , the
averaged time delaytd is

td501t r~12T!T12t r~12T!2T1•••1nt r~12T!nT

1•••5t r~12T!/T. ~1!

The nth term corresponds to transmission aftern attempts.
The drift time tc within l c is l c /vd

0 . With the defect, the
overall drift velocity vd is equal tol c /(tc1td). vd

0 and td

depends strongly on the electric field, and have to be con
ered separately in the three field regimes. At low field,
carrier moves as a polaron, which is the combination of
carrier and the spontaneous lattice distortion around it.15,16

The polaron saturates around the sound velocityvs , so we
take vd

05vs . The wave function of the carrier is a wav

FIG. 3. The transmission probabilityT for the three conduction
bands and three valance bands is shown as a function of inc
electron energy.
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packet with the same group velocityvg , defined byvg(k)
5]«(k)/]\k. «(k) is the energy band. The incident wav
numberki of the carrier upon the defect is so chosen su
that vg(ki)5vs51.53104 m/s.17 T(ki) is used forT in Eq.
~1!. The round trip timet r in Eq. ~1! for polaron has been
determined by simulation on interchain hopping16 to be 100
fs at E5107 V/m. At other field t r is assumed to be in
versely proportional toE. The reason is that during the roun
trip the polaron velocity is smaller thanvs and the lattice
friction drops dramatically, so it moves like a free obje
obeying Newton’s law. WhenE increases beyondE1, po-
laron dissociates and the carrier becomes free. Withinl c , the
carriers are accelerated by the field, then suffers collisi
with phonons. Their transport properties are determined
the distribution functionf (k). In the intermediate regime, th
carriers are still distributed near the band edge. The m
wave numberk* 5eEtph /\ is much smaller than the FBZ
size p/a. tph is the phonon collision time. Assuming
shifted Maxwell distribution with adjustable electron tem
peratureTe , f (k), andvd

0 can be obtained from the energy
balance conditioneEvd

05 1
2 (Te2Tl)kB /tph .18 Tl5300 K is

the lattice temperature.t r is equal totph because of the
predominance of back scattering with acoustic phonon19

The averaged valueT5*T(k) f (k)dk after traveling over
many conjugation segments should be used to obtain
delay timetd in Eq. ~1!.

In the intermediate regime, the drift velocityvd
0 satisfies

the balanced momentum and energy equations

mvd
05eEtph , eEvd

05
1

2
kB~Te2T!

1

tph
. ~2!

m is the carrier effective mass.1
2 kB(Te2T) is the amount of

energy dissipated from the electronic system to the lat
upon each emission of phonon.1

2 kBTe is the averaged initial
electronic energy, and12 kBT is the final electronic energy
because the phonon emission tends to restore the syste
equilibrium with the lattice at temperatureT. Multiplying the
above two equations we obtainkB(Te2T)52(eE)2tph

2 /m.
The dissipated energy increases withE quadratically. The
increasing dissipation power is crucial to balance the Jo
heatingeEvd

0 as the field rises and maintain a stablef (k)
near the band edge. However, the dissipated energy ca
exceed the optical phonon energy\vo50.17 eV. Moreover,
unlike the case of inorganic semiconductors,tph510 fs is
almost independent of the carrier energy19,20 because the
density of state does not increase with energy. Conseque
the dissipation power saturates at\vo /tph when the mean
carrier energy1

2 TekB is larger than\v0. Without an increas-

FIG. 4. The carrier hits the defect one or more times bef
transmitting through.
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ing phonon emission rate to stabilizef (k) around the band
edge, the group velocityvg(k) of the carrier will blow up
indefinitely asE further rises until it reaches the maxim
group velocity determined by the band structure. Beyond
maximum,vg starts to decrease and become negative a
traveling half of the FBZ. Eventuallyf (k) is stabilized by
the finite bandwidth, and is expected to be very flat. T
critical field E2 is determined by1

2 TekB52\v0. Beyond
E2 , f (k) simply approximated as a constant throughout
FBZ and we useT5(a/p)*0

p/aT(k)dk for Eq. ~1!. From the
modified energy-balance conditioneEvd

05\v0 /tph ,vd
0 is

inversely proportional toE as

vd
05

\v0

eEtph
E.E2 . ~3!

t r is determined by Bloch oscillation, which is now fast
than the phonon back scattering.vd

0 and vd are shown as
functions of E in Fig. 5. As E increases, the effect of th
defects become weaker sovd andvd

0 are closer. The jump a
E1543107 V/m is the signature of the polaron dissoci
tion. Note the negative slope in the high-field regime due
Eq. ~3!. For cis-defects, the corresponding mobiltym is

FIG. 5. The drift velocity is shown as a function of the electr
field for three kinds of defects at the same density~one per 15
repeat units!. The discontinuity atE543107 V/m is due to po-
laron dissociation.
.
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about 1024 m2/Vs for polaron (E,E1), and rise to about
1023 m2/Vs after polaron dissociation. Despite of the hig
conjugation defect density~1 per 15 repeat units!, m is six
orders of magnitude larger then the bulk mobili
(10211 m2/Vs),9 100 times larger then amorphous silico
(1026;1025 m2/Vs),21 and comparable to polycrystallin
silicon (1024;1023 m2/Vs).21 Parallel charge transport i
therefore a potential solution to the mobility problem in co
jugated polymer devices. However,m is 100 times smaller if
the main conjugation defects are the carbonyl groups.
sat-defect,m is it 5;7 orders of magnitude smaller, so th
transmission is practically negligible.

The cross sections for exciton gain and for polaron
duced absorption are nearly equal in the spectral reg
where they overlap.3 So net gain can be achieved only wh
the exciton densitynex is higher than the polaron densitynp .
Considering an active region with areaA and thicknessw
sandwiched between two electrodes. In the steady state
exciton decay must be compensated by the current injec
So we haveAwnex /tex5Anpvd , wheretex is the exciton
lifetime. The threshold conditionnex5np gives the critical
drift velocity vc5w/tex . Using tex50.3 ns and w
51 mm, we get vc53.33103 m/s. This value can be
achieved for intrachain transport withE5107 V/m. Assum-
ing oxidation andsp3 saturation can be avoided, PPV chai
with average conjugation length equal to 100 Å and align
over 1 mm are therefore expected to achieve net gain un
parallel electric bias at 10 V.

In conclusion, the transmission probability for a carrier
tunnel through a variety of conjugation defects in conjuga
polymers is calculated exactly within the tight-bindin
method for arbitrary incident energy. Contrary to the gene
belief, it is found that the typical conjugation defect~cis-
defect! does not confine the carriers effectively. As a res
the effective mobility can be as high as 1023 m2/Vs for
electric field above 43107 V/m. It implies that the difficul-
ties related to the low mobility can be eliminated, in pri
ciple, by better control over the chain alignment in solid st
even with present level of conjugation defects.
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